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Dear Fellow Classmates-

As I am scaling down into retirement, I cannot actually be an official financial corporate 

sponsor, but I do want to be a small financial corporate encourager! It is with rejoicing 

that we each can even think about having a "50 years after graduation" celebration!! 

Whether our high school years were filled with serious trials or many happy events with 

fond memories of dear friends, those years were monumental in molding us into who 

we each have become. Many things may have been left undone from those years and 

many words to our class mates may have been left unsaid . It is with the hope of rebuilding 

some of those relationships and maybe even establishing new ones, that I would 

encourage you to at least share your thoughts and contact information on the 1966Class 

Reunion website. You might be surprised after all these years who may have been 

hoping to see you just once more or at best communicate with you about some moment 

you may have shared during those long-gone years or even just find out about your life 

in the present! You may not have thought of yourself as part ofthe "Smart Crowd"/ the 

"Popular Crowd"/ the "Athletic Crowd"/ the " In Crowd" or the "Out Crowd"--- but you 

are all part of "OUR CROWD"-the GCM Family-sharing our special part of history 

together! It may be corny, but recall the old Girl Scoutjingle .. . . "Make new friends, but 

keep the old-Qne is Silver and the other Gold!" 

A special THANK YOU to our wonderful Reunion Committee Team! We appreciate each 

of you and your many talents and hours of labor in putting this event together for all of 

us to enjoy! Dana Katharine Browder Kerns/ President 
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